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Our Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  2000  

VIN:  00HARLEYSOFTTAIL  

Make:  Harley-Davidson  

Model/Trim:  Softtail Custom  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Engine:  1450 cc V-twin  

Exterior:  Burgundy  

Mileage:  15,370

Description from the owner:

"2000 Harley Davidson Heritage Softail

This is a one-of-a-kind Harley designed for a subtle, old-school look but
with modern mechanicals and go anywhere in comfort. This is the first
year of the new counter balanced, single CV carb, Twin Cam 1450cc
engine.

It is smoother with much less vibration that previous engines and fits
nicely into the (new redesigned for Y2K) softail frame. The FLSTC has
a one-piece fuel tank and built-in fuel gauge on the left side dummy
cap.

 

Exceptionally clean and ready to go. The previous owner spend many
hours on a complete refresh, disassembling the bike and detailing
everything. I have added new Bates Baja tires from Lowbrow Customs
for a bold look and De Rosa solo saddlebag with fuel/fire extinguisher
holder. The bike is set up as a solo ride but will include a rear seat and
pegs if you want to convert it. The bike rides great and pulls like a
freight train.

 

Servicing done in the last 500 miles:

New engine oil (synthetic) and filter. New filters included

New primary oil (synthetic)

New  trans oil (synthetic)

New fork oil (HD E-type)

New brake fluid

New brake pads

New plugs

New plug wires
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New maintenance free battery

 

Performance Enhancements:

Arlen Ness Big Sucker (powder coated black)

Re-jetted/adjusted CV carb to take advantage of the better airflow

Hooker Headers ceramic coated black

 

Additional Upgrades:

Powder coated rims and hubs

New chrome spokes

Painted lower forks

Rubber fork gators

Adjustable rear shocks can be raised or lowered

New Kuryakyn Bullet Rear Turn Signal Bar

New handle bar mount and wiring installed for Garmin GPS with
additional USB plug

Charger cord installed for battery tender

Powder coated dash components, oil tank, horn, coil cover, starter
cover, headlight bucket, fender mounts and black associated hardware

Yellow vinyl tinted headlight with rock guard

Internal wiring on chubby dresser handle bars

Soft grips

Three keys

 

Parts that come with the bike:

Assortment of solo seats and stock seats

Windshield

Front fender

Leather bags

Clymer shop manual

Spot lights

Shinko 270 Classic style tires

Extra set of new inner tubes"

Please call for viewing hours and vehicle availability as not all
consignment vehicles are on-site.
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Our Location :
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Installed Options
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